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The Nigerian Urban Reproductive Health
Initiative (NURHI), as a family planning (FP)
core project since 2009, has covered an
impressive mileage in the strategic
engagement of religious leaders to achieve
a sustainable supportive environment for
increased use of modern FP methods in
Nigeria. Recognizing that religious
leadership is very strategic and key, NURHI
has established very active and vibrant
Interfaith Fora who use acceptable family
planning nomenclatures to engage religious
leaders at the state and local levels. The
Interfaith Fora have made giant strides in FP
advocacy among religious leaders with
positive results and zero backlash.

•Build alliances with leaders to
develop Scripturally based advocacy
tools
•Engage in extensive communitybased activities–and informing
communities of the benefits of FP
•Generate improvements in attitudes
from deep-seated suspicion to
overwhelming public support
•Advocate and work with religious
leaders who serve as inspiring voices
for FP in the communities
•Create FP champions among faith
based leaders and integrate them as
transformational leaders
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Monitoring data from NURHI2 flexi-track omnibus data between
2016 and 2017 showed that women who heard their religion leader
speak in favour of FP (NURHI 2 Omnibus Survey 2017)
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• Increasing visibility and public endorsement of FP by
key religious leaders;
• Increased public discourse on family planning at all levels

The Voice of His Highness, Sarkin Kano,
Muhammadu Sanusi II
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The launch of the Christian Advocacy Handbook
National Executive Council Meeting of the Christian
Association of Nigeria, 28/02/2017

Conclusion
The achievements of the NURHI faith based advocacy efforts
in the NURHI states, LGAs and beyond have shown that
framing the FP/CBS discussions is critical to advancing the
family planning program’s agenda.

